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Ensemble Forecasts: An Introduction to Their Statistics, Value aEnsemble Forecasts: An Introduction to Their Statistics, Value and Applicationnd Application

Leonard A Smith with Leonard A Smith with JochenJochen BroeckerBroecker and and HailiangHailiang DuDu

cats@lse.ac.ukcats@lse.ac.uk

A general introduction to forecasting with accurate but imperfecA general introduction to forecasting with accurate but imperfect observations and good but imperfect models is presented; t observations and good but imperfect models is presented; 
the viewpoints of both the forecaster and the the viewpoints of both the forecaster and the user(suser(s) are considered. We'll see how in this context the idea of ense) are considered. We'll see how in this context the idea of ensemble mble 
forecasting arises naturally: given that we do not know exactly forecasting arises naturally: given that we do not know exactly where to start our models, it makes good sense to examine where to start our models, it makes good sense to examine 
model runs from a collection of nearby initial conditions, this model runs from a collection of nearby initial conditions, this collection is called an ensemble. But exploiting this simple collection is called an ensemble. But exploiting this simple 
insight leads to a number of interesting statistical questions: insight leads to a number of interesting statistical questions: How do we know if our ensemble forecast is "good" in this case? How do we know if our ensemble forecast is "good" in this case? 
How do we approach questions allocating limited resources betweeHow do we approach questions allocating limited resources between using a more costly model, using a larger ensemble, and n using a more costly model, using a larger ensemble, and 
investing more to obtain a "better" ensemble of initial conditioinvesting more to obtain a "better" ensemble of initial conditions in the first place? And once we have an ensemble forecast, ns in the first place? And once we have an ensemble forecast, 
how is a user to interpret and exploit the additional informatiohow is a user to interpret and exploit the additional information in all these model runs? These questions are investigated in n in all these model runs? These questions are investigated in 
the context of medium range weather forecasting and in simple chthe context of medium range weather forecasting and in simple chaotic modelaotic model--systems pairs where it is easier to get strong systems pairs where it is easier to get strong 
statistical evidence. A variety of tools which aid in forecast vstatistical evidence. A variety of tools which aid in forecast verification will be explored, including the construction of erification will be explored, including the construction of 
reliability diagrams and discussion of the strengths and weaknesreliability diagrams and discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of various skill scores which can be applied to any ses of various skill scores which can be applied to any 
probability forecast.probability forecast.

The discussion is motivated by and illustrated with a number of The discussion is motivated by and illustrated with a number of examples, some requiring realexamples, some requiring real--time forecasts from the time forecasts from the 
audience. While references to the technical literature will be gaudience. While references to the technical literature will be given, the goal is to build an understanding of general concepts iven, the goal is to build an understanding of general concepts 
and how probabilistic forecasting is already changing the way inand how probabilistic forecasting is already changing the way industry views weather forecasts.dustry views weather forecasts.
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Welcome to England.Welcome to England.

The British have a longThe British have a long--
standing interest in the standing interest in the 
weather.weather.

And in science more And in science more 
generallygenerally……
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Verification & ValidationVerification & Validation

Evaluation, Tuning & ValueEvaluation, Tuning & Value
Verification Methods can:Verification Methods can:
•• help us compare and evaluate different forecastshelp us compare and evaluate different forecasts
•• help us tune our forecast systemshelp us tune our forecast systems
•• help us provide higher value forecasts to numerate usershelp us provide higher value forecasts to numerate users
•• help us improve our models and our entire EPS system coherentlyhelp us improve our models and our entire EPS system coherently
•• help users combine and exploit every forecast worth paying forhelp users combine and exploit every forecast worth paying for
•• and help users decide how many to buy and how much to pay.and help users decide how many to buy and how much to pay.

Although the phrase ‘forecast verification’ is generally used in 
atmospheric sciences, it is rarely used outside the discipline.

JolliffeJolliffe and Stephenson, pg and Stephenson, pg xixi

In short: in terms of forecast performance In short: in terms of forecast performance 
they help us distinguish reality & illusion.they help us distinguish reality & illusion.
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Three very different aims of Three very different aims of ““VerificationVerification””::

StrategicStrategic TacticalTactical Rest & RecreationRest & Recreation

Towards better models      Towards better models      Better decisions given todayBetter decisions given today’’ss Interesting applied mathsInteresting applied maths
tomorrowtomorrow statestate--ofof--thethe--art  models.art  models. and statisticsand statistics

Verification helps us distinguish reality (skill) from illusion Verification helps us distinguish reality (skill) from illusion (luck);  and (luck);  and 
verification plays different roles in EPS development, EPS use, verification plays different roles in EPS development, EPS use, and maths.and maths.

(and, of course, all models are wrong )(and, of course, all models are wrong )

Mantra: Uncertainty, inadequacy and verification, valueMantra: Uncertainty, inadequacy and verification, value
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Introduction: What is Introduction: What is ““verificationverification”” and why bother?and why bother?
Comments on the techniques presented earlierComments on the techniques presented earlier
Designer Verification ScoresDesigner Verification Scores
Ensemble forecastingEnsemble forecasting
Forecasting the NAG Board for insight, and an ECMWF pen!Forecasting the NAG Board for insight, and an ECMWF pen!

Overview of the MorningOverview of the Morning

CoffeeCoffee
Quantifying Skill: Quantifying Skill: ScorologyScorology
Weather RouletteWeather Roulette
Evaluation of Evaluation of youryour NAG Board Forecasts: ECMWF penNAG Board Forecasts: ECMWF pen
Users, meteorological skill scores & useful ensemble forecastingUsers, meteorological skill scores & useful ensemble forecasting

LunchLunch
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One nice thing about giving the last tutorial is that most of One nice thing about giving the last tutorial is that most of 
the definitions have already been given, and we can look the definitions have already been given, and we can look 
at at ““whenwhen”” ““whatwhat”” and and ““whywhy”” rather than rather than ““how.how.””

So lets look at a few examples;So lets look at a few examples;

Rank Histograms (in one dimension and 10Rank Histograms (in one dimension and 1077),),
Ensemble Estrangement graphs,Ensemble Estrangement graphs,
Reliability Diagrams, Reliability Diagrams, 
And a skill score (ignorance).And a skill score (ignorance).

But  first: what is verification?But  first: what is verification?
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http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.htmlhtml

So how might a probabilistic forecast So how might a probabilistic forecast ““look rightlook right””? Or ? Or ““be accuratebe accurate””??
And what kind of information could inform us as to the nature ofAnd what kind of information could inform us as to the nature of the the 
forecast errors, when every forecast is a distribution, and everforecast errors, when every forecast is a distribution, and every observation y observation 
is at best a number (or vector)?is at best a number (or vector)?

But we do not predict But we do not predict ““thethe”” future state we predict a distribution;future state we predict a distribution;
And we never learn the future state, but only (noisy, partial) oAnd we never learn the future state, but only (noisy, partial) observationsbservations……

Even if we only run the model once, we are making probabilistic Even if we only run the model once, we are making probabilistic forecasts.forecasts.
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Verification can only evaluate the Verification can only evaluate the entireentire Ensemble Prediction SystemEnsemble Prediction System

Observational noise modelObservational noise model
Data assimilation schemeData assimilation scheme
Ensemble formation schemeEnsemble formation scheme
Forecast modelForecast model
Ensemble interpretation schemeEnsemble interpretation scheme

probabilistic forecastprobabilistic forecast

Verification AlgorithmVerification Algorithm

A numberA number
Some picturesSome pictures

What you do with that number or those diagrams will depend What you do with that number or those diagrams will depend 
on why you are looking at the forecast in the first place.on why you are looking at the forecast in the first place.
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And is that And is that ““flatflat””??
Care to vote?Care to vote?
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LA Smith (2000) 'Disentangling Uncertainty and Error: On the Predictability of Nonlinear 
Systems' in Nonlinear Dynamics and Statistics, ed. Alistair I. Mees, Boston: Birkhauser, 31-64

And how And how ““flatflat”” is flat?is flat?
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Of course in order to quantify Of course in order to quantify ““flatflat”” we combine only independent we combine only independent 
forecasts! (not temperature at neighbouring grid points!)forecasts! (not temperature at neighbouring grid points!)

??
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See also:
LA Smith & JA Hansen (2004)  Mon. Weather Rev. 132 (6): 1522-1528
Wilks, DS (2004) Mon. Weather Rev. 132: 1329-1340.

To use rank histograms in higher dimensions, as with a To use rank histograms in higher dimensions, as with a griddedgridded
temperature field, we need to introduce temperature field, we need to introduce ““minimum spanning treesminimum spanning trees””; ; 
but the idea is the same as in 1but the idea is the same as in 1--D.D.
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Definitions
Given a set of points:Given a set of points:

A A branchbranch is a line that connects two pointsis a line that connects two points

A tree is a collection of branchesA tree is a collection of branches

A spanning tree is a collection of branches that A spanning tree is a collection of branches that 
connects all pointsconnects all points

A minimum spanning tree is the spanning tree with A minimum spanning tree is the spanning tree with 
the smallest sum of branch lengthsthe smallest sum of branch lengths
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Compute all dropCompute all drop--oneone--out trees: out trees: 
where does the length of the tree where does the length of the tree 
where we dropped out the where we dropped out the 
target fall in this 1target fall in this 1--D ordering?D ordering?

LA Smith & JA Hansen (2004) Extending the Limits of Forecast Verification with the 
Minimum Spanning Tree, Mon. Weather Rev. 132 (6): 1522-1528
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Note that there are two uncertainty ranges shown on these graphsNote that there are two uncertainty ranges shown on these graphs

One denotes the range of variation acceptable under our null hypOne denotes the range of variation acceptable under our null hypothesis othesis 
that the ensemble distribution reflects that the ensemble distribution reflects ““that of the truth.that of the truth.””

The main value here is as a consistency check; it is rarely easyThe main value here is as a consistency check; it is rarely easy to to 
say one EPS is better than another if neither say one EPS is better than another if neither ““passpass”” the test.the test.

The other denotes the likely variation in our result due to haviThe other denotes the likely variation in our result due to having a ng a 
limited number of forecast verification pairs. limited number of forecast verification pairs. 

Sampling uncertaintySampling uncertainty
(bootstrapped) (bootstrapped) 
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Sampling uncertaintySampling uncertainty
(bootstrapped) (bootstrapped) 

ConsistencyConsistency

These graphs show the strength of the MST, but not its relevanceThese graphs show the strength of the MST, but not its relevance!!
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What is the null that rank histograms test?What is the null that rank histograms test?

That the target was drawn from the same distribution that That the target was drawn from the same distribution that 
the ensemble was drawn from.the ensemble was drawn from.

That is a pretty tough test to expect to pass!That is a pretty tough test to expect to pass!

Sometimes is it more useful to make up a new test, in order Sometimes is it more useful to make up a new test, in order 
to test something relevant to you; for example:to test something relevant to you; for example:

Ensemble EstrangementEnsemble Estrangement

Suppose I think my ensemble has too small a spread (in a high Suppose I think my ensemble has too small a spread (in a high 
dimensional space) and we want to dimensional space) and we want to ““inflateinflate”” it: increase the it: increase the 
variance of the ensemble in order to variance of the ensemble in order to ““capturecapture”” the target. the target. 

I can verify that this is a problem by testing another drop one I can verify that this is a problem by testing another drop one 
out symmetry between the ensemble members and the targetout symmetry between the ensemble members and the target……
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Any 51 points in a 10^7 space will lie in the same Any 51 points in a 10^7 space will lie in the same ‘‘lineline’’..
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T=0T=0

T=?T=?

EstrangementEstrangement
(but with 52 pts in 10^7 D)(but with 52 pts in 10^7 D)

Does the target appear systematically different?Does the target appear systematically different?

SS
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Bad Spread Bad Spread 
(with the(with the
correctcorrect
magnitude)magnitude)
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Bad Spread Bad Spread 
(with the(with the
correctcorrect
magnitude!)magnitude!)

[Inflation [Inflation 
will not help will not help 
here!]here!]
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In fact, as presented here it answers the question are the prediIn fact, as presented here it answers the question are the predicted cted 
probabilities equal to the observed relative frequencies.probabilities equal to the observed relative frequencies.

Even perfectly reliable forecasts will not Even perfectly reliable forecasts will not 
lie upon the diagonal, and visually it is lie upon the diagonal, and visually it is 
difficult to determine when they are difficult to determine when they are 
““closeclose”” to it; to it; JochenJochen will discuss ways will discuss ways 
forward here after the break.forward here after the break.

XX

And while it is clear how to draw a reliability diagram for And while it is clear how to draw a reliability diagram for prob(freezingprob(freezing), ), 
how do we use this for PDF forecasts of the noon temperature at how do we use this for PDF forecasts of the noon temperature at LHR?LHR?

And how did we get 70000 independent forecasts!And how did we get 70000 independent forecasts!

http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.htmlhtml
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Good (1952) who suggested that the met office should Good (1952) who suggested that the met office should 
be rewarded for improvements in this value.be rewarded for improvements in this value.

It is effectively unique, as it is proper and local. (It is effectively unique, as it is proper and local. (JochenJochen))
And it is useful even when And it is useful even when ffjj is not a probabilityis not a probability……

http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.htmlhtml

Good, I.J., 1952: Rational decisions, Good, I.J., 1952: Rational decisions, J.  Royal Statistical Soc, J.  Royal Statistical Soc, 1414, 107, 107--114 114 
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But what do you do,  given an ensemble?But what do you do,  given an ensemble?
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This Galton Board is a mathematical model.
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…… this is Not A Galton (NAG) Board.this is Not A Galton (NAG) Board.
It is neither stochastic or chaotic; but at least it is!It is neither stochastic or chaotic; but at least it is!

While the Galton Board is a mathematical model…
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Lorenz PDF evolution

What do you see when you What do you see when you 
look at an ensemble prediction look at an ensemble prediction 
system?system?
In the NAG board, the EPS In the NAG board, the EPS 
corresponds to predicting with corresponds to predicting with 
a collection (ensemble) of golf a collection (ensemble) of golf 
ballsballs……

Reality neednReality needn’’t be complex,t be complex,
it merely needs to be real.it merely needs to be real.
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Now you should each have two pieces of paper with a total Now you should each have two pieces of paper with a total 
three schematic NAG boards on them. This is  real data!three schematic NAG boards on them. This is  real data!

You are asked toYou are asked to
a)a) Write you name (or some unique identifier) on each pageWrite you name (or some unique identifier) on each page
b)b) Circle the letter you think most likelyCircle the letter you think most likely
c)c) Distribute a total of 100 eDistribute a total of 100 e--cents as bets (the odds are given on each bin) cents as bets (the odds are given on each bin) 

Six realSix real--time forecasts based on ensemblestime forecasts based on ensembles……

A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      10%10%
20x         10x          520x         10x          5x       10xx       10x 20x         420x         4xx 66⅔⅔ x    10 x x    10 x 

I will drop one golf ball at each initial conditionI will drop one golf ball at each initial condition

First a dry runFirst a dry run……
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      10%10%
20x         10x          520x         10x          5x       10xx       10x 20x         420x         4xx 66⅔⅔ x   10 x x   10 x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

TESTTEST
CASECASE

Distribute a total bet of one Distribute a total bet of one ££ (100 pennies) however you like.(100 pennies) however you like.
Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. 
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      10%10%
20x         10x          520x         10x          5x       10xx       10x 20x         420x         4xx 66⅔⅔ x   10 x x   10 x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

25       0        0       25     25       0        0       25     2525 0        0      250        0      25

Distribute a total bet of one Distribute a total bet of one ££ (100 pennies) however you like.(100 pennies) however you like.
Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. 

TESTTEST
CASECASE
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%       5%     20%       15%      15%      5%      10%      5%       5%     20%       15%      15%      5%      10%      25%25%
20x         20x         20x20x 55x        x        66⅔⅔ x       x       66⅔⅔ xx 20x        1020x        10xx 4 x 4 x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

White PinWhite Pin

Distribute a total bet of one Distribute a total bet of one ££ (100 pennies) however you like.(100 pennies) however you like.
Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. 
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

30%      23%     10%       10%      10%      5%      9%      3%30%      23%     10%       10%      10%      5%      9%      3%
33⅓⅓x        4x        4⅓⅓x      10x      10x     x     10x10x 10x10x 20 x       11x      3320 x       11x      33⅓⅓xx

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

Red Pin Red Pin 
(drop)(drop)

Distribute a total bet of one Distribute a total bet of one ££ (100 pennies) however you like.(100 pennies) however you like.
Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. 
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

0%       5%      5%        2%       15%      8%      15%     0%       5%      5%        2%       15%      8%      15%     50%50%
1000x      20x 1000x      20x 20x20x 50x        650x        6⅔⅔ x    12x    12½½xx 66⅔⅔ x     2x x     2x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

YellowYellow
PinPin

Distribute a total bet of one Distribute a total bet of one ££ (100 pennies) however you like.(100 pennies) however you like.
Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. Circle the letter of the bin you think most likely. 
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This Galton Board is a mathematical model.
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This Galton Board is a mathematical model.

Stigler, 1999Stigler, 1999(an early hint of model inadequacy)(an early hint of model inadequacy)
{and a typical theoretician's response}{and a typical theoretician's response}
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Go back to the schematic NAG board marked Go back to the schematic NAG board marked ““White PinWhite Pin””
This time we forecast reality, and reality is NOT a golf ballThis time we forecast reality, and reality is NOT a golf ball

In the first three forecasts the model was perfect,In the first three forecasts the model was perfect,
and the ensemble was perfect.and the ensemble was perfect.

A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      5%      10%     20%       10%       5%     25%      15%      10%10%
20x         10x          520x         10x          5x       10xx       10x 20x         420x         4xx 66⅔⅔ x    10 x x    10 x 

The red rubber ball of Reality will fall once from each initial The red rubber ball of Reality will fall once from each initial conditioncondition

There is no dry run with realityThere is no dry run with reality……

Before it does, you are asked to use the dotted boxes toBefore it does, you are asked to use the dotted boxes to
a)a) Distribute a total of 100 eDistribute a total of 100 e--cents as bets (the odds are given on each bin) cents as bets (the odds are given on each bin) 
b)b) Place an X in the bin you think most likelyPlace an X in the bin you think most likely
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

5%       5%     20%       15%      15%      5%      10%      5%       5%     20%       15%      15%      5%      10%      25%25%
20x         20x         20x20x 55x        x        66⅔⅔ x       x       66⅔⅔ xx 20x        1020x        10xx 4 x 4 x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

White PinWhite Pin
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

30%      23%     10%       10%      10%      5%      9%       330%      23%     10%       10%      10%      5%      9%       3%%
33⅓⅓x        4x        4⅓⅓x      10x      10x       x       10x10x 10x10x 20x       11x      3320x       11x      33⅓⅓xx

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

Red Pin Red Pin 
(drop)(drop)
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A      B       C       D       E       F       G       HA      B       C       D       E       F       G       H

0%       5%      5%        2%       15%      8%      15%     0%       5%      5%        2%       15%      8%      15%     50%50%
1000x      20x 1000x      20x 20x20x 50x        650x        6⅔⅔ x    12x    12½½xx 66⅔⅔ x     2x x     2x 

ProbProb
OddsOdds

YourYour
Bet(sBet(s))

PickPick
OneOne

YellowYellow
PinPin
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Who changed their bets on the second round (Reality)? Why?Who changed their bets on the second round (Reality)? Why?

What sort of verification tools would help you with the Red RubbWhat sort of verification tools would help you with the Red Rubber er 
Ball, noting that we never see the same initial condition twice?Ball, noting that we never see the same initial condition twice?

CoffeeCoffee
Please hand in the sheets to DuPlease hand in the sheets to Du

Many industrial users of weather forecasts play this game using Many industrial users of weather forecasts play this game using the ECMWF the ECMWF 
ensemble prediction system  every day, with much higher stakes.ensemble prediction system  every day, with much higher stakes.
What verification measures do they want? Need?What verification measures do they want? Need?

WeWe’’ll not see two similar medium range ll not see two similar medium range PDFsPDFs before the sun dies.before the sun dies.
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(and questions)(and questions)
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When should a When should a 
prediction win an prediction win an 
award?award?

2007

The NAG Board ForecastsThe NAG Board Forecasts……

How many fund managers do How many fund managers do 
you need for one of them to you need for one of them to 
make a big profit?make a big profit?

--oror--
Whenever there are lots of Whenever there are lots of 
forecasters forecasting, forecasters forecasting, 
identifying insight gets identifying insight gets 
harder whatever the harder whatever the 
verification measures.verification measures.

““Past performance is no Past performance is no 
guarantee of future returns.guarantee of future returns.””

Use common sense too!Use common sense too!
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In short: Is this bar too high?In short: Is this bar too high?

Accurate probabilities would be great to have, but are they a Accurate probabilities would be great to have, but are they a 
requirement for a useful forecast system?requirement for a useful forecast system?
(and might reaching for them make our ensembles less useful?)(and might reaching for them make our ensembles less useful?)
Is there a principled approach to EPS improvement?Is there a principled approach to EPS improvement?

http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.htmlhtml

Uncertainty, Utility, Adequacy, and VerificationUncertainty, Utility, Adequacy, and Verification
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C Chatfield, Problem Solving: A StatisticianC Chatfield, Problem Solving: A Statistician’’s Guide.  pg s Guide.  pg 7979

Yesterday you had a lecture on Yesterday you had a lecture on 
““Confidence Intervals and Hypothesis testsConfidence Intervals and Hypothesis tests””..

I think there are some deep similarities between well known I think there are some deep similarities between well known 
difficulties in hypothesis testing and as yet unsolved difficulties in hypothesis testing and as yet unsolved 
difficulties in verification. difficulties in verification. 

Results from big samples are nearly always significant even when the 
effects are quite small in magnitude

Null hypotheses are often rather silly and obviously untrue.

What does this mean for verification?What does this mean for verification?
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Results from big samples are nearly always significant even when the 
effects are quite small in magnitude

Null hypotheses are often rather silly and obviously untrue.

C Chatfield, Problem Solving: A StatisticianC Chatfield, Problem Solving: A Statistician’’s Guide.  pg s Guide.  pg 7979

We often test the null that our probability forecasts do indeed We often test the null that our probability forecasts do indeed reflect the reflect the 
probability of the target.probability of the target.

This is This is ““silly and obviously untruesilly and obviously untrue””: our models are imperfect and at : our models are imperfect and at 
present we do not even attempt to form ensembles that would givepresent we do not even attempt to form ensembles that would give an an 
accountable probability accountable probability even ifeven if our model was perfect!our model was perfect!

Can verifying useful models as probability forecasts make them lCan verifying useful models as probability forecasts make them less useful? ess useful? 
(just as tuning a perfect model with RMS would?)(just as tuning a perfect model with RMS would?)

Does Does ““distance fromdistance from”” being an accurate probability forecast reflect utility?being an accurate probability forecast reflect utility?
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Burns Day Storm, 1990Burns Day Storm, 1990
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Burns Day Storm, 1990Burns Day Storm, 1990

1990: This was pre1990: This was pre--ensemblesensembles

Critical Observations from two shipsCritical Observations from two ships

Rejected by UKMO QC systemRejected by UKMO QC system

Reinserted by Reinserted by ““Intervention ForecasterIntervention Forecaster””
who knew swho knew s\\he would only get to see one model run!he would only get to see one model run!

WellWell--forecast storm at 24 hours lead time.forecast storm at 24 hours lead time.

Significant socioSignificant socio--economic value in this single forecast!economic value in this single forecast!
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(Re(Re--) Analysis) Analysis ““Best First GuessBest First Guess”” at 48 hoursat 48 hours
BFG Forecast using a BFG Forecast using a ““20022002”” model.model.

But in 2002 we had an ensembleBut in 2002 we had an ensemble……

Figures from Martin Leutbecher, ECMWF 
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10

What information is in this distribution of golf balls; and how are we to use it?

ECMWF 48 Hour lead time EPS for Burns Day: high utility without a PDF.

Thanks to  Martin Leutbecher, ECMWF 
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Just to stress the point: some ensembles gave good early Just to stress the point: some ensembles gave good early 
warning four days ahead.warning four days ahead.

(of course, we need to make sure the EPS does not make (of course, we need to make sure the EPS does not make 
storms over Scotland every day of the winterstorms over Scotland every day of the winter……))

Figure from Martin Leutbecher, ECMWF 
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But how might we verify it?But how might we verify it?

ECMWF 48 Hour lead time EPS for Burns Day: high utility without a PDF.

ECMWF ensembles contain valuable information, we must 
be careful not to destroy or discard it!

Thanks to Martin Leutbecher and ECMWF
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The parable of the three statisticians.The parable of the three statisticians.

Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians come to a river, they want Floridian statisticians come to a river, they want 
to know if they can cross safely. (They cannot swim.)to know if they can cross safely. (They cannot swim.)
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Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. 
Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.

Forecast 1Forecast 1

Forecast 2Forecast 2

Forecast 3Forecast 3

So they have an ensemble So they have an ensemble 
forecast,with three membersforecast,with three members
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Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. 
Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.
So they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensembleSo they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensemble meanmean……

Is this a good idea?Is this a good idea?

Ensemble meanEnsemble mean
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Ensembles contain information, we must be careful not to destroy or 
discard it!

How do we even address these questions?How do we even address these questions?

No!No!
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AR(1)     Yule (1926) AR(1)     Yule (1926) 

Probability ForecastsProbability Forecasts

In linear systems almost In linear systems almost 
everything is normally everything is normally 
distributed, knowing the mean distributed, knowing the mean 
and the variance tell you and the variance tell you 
everything everything in that case.in that case.

Many verification tools were Many verification tools were 
developed for this case.developed for this case.
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So does any of this really matter? Why canSo does any of this really matter? Why can’’t t 
we just use the RMS distance from the we just use the RMS distance from the 
ensemble mean and carry onensemble mean and carry on……

((McSharryMcSharry & Smith, PRL 1999)& Smith, PRL 1999)

Tuning parameters based upon RMS Tuning parameters based upon RMS 
verification will reject the parameters that verification will reject the parameters that 
generated the data in a perfect model!generated the data in a perfect model!

IGN simultaneously evaluates the model and IGN simultaneously evaluates the model and 
the ensemble.the ensemble.

And in this case we have a perfect model; And in this case we have a perfect model; 
what do we do if our models disagree?what do we do if our models disagree?

Smith (2002) Chaos and Predictability in Encyc Atmos Sci

This is a simple nonlinear case.This is a simple nonlinear case.
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Lorenz PDF evolution

In the NAG board, the EPS In the NAG board, the EPS 
corresponds to predicting with corresponds to predicting with 
a collection (ensemble) of golf a collection (ensemble) of golf 
ballsballs…… but if reality is not a but if reality is not a 
golf ball, then how do we golf ball, then how do we 
interpret these distributions?interpret these distributions?

THAT IS THAT IS THETHE QUESTION QUESTION 
OF MODEL INADEQUACY:OF MODEL INADEQUACY:

How do we How do we ““verifyverify”” what a what a 
distribution of golf balls tell us distribution of golf balls tell us 
about the single passage of the about the single passage of the 
red ball?red ball?
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Model Inadequacy and our three nonModel Inadequacy and our three non--Floridian statisticians.Floridian statisticians.

As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.
Model inadequacyModel inadequacy covers things in the system that are not covers things in the system that are not 
of the model.of the model.

The real question was could they make it across, the depth The real question was could they make it across, the depth 
of the river was only one componentof the river was only one component……
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Moore-Spiegel Circuit (by Reason Machette)
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Moore-Spiegel Circuit (by Reason Machette)
What verification schemes can cope with this?
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Butterfly EffectButterfly Effect: We do not know the initial conditions, the best we can hope : We do not know the initial conditions, the best we can hope 
for is a probability distribution; but this may require a (near)for is a probability distribution; but this may require a (near) perfect model.perfect model.

Is the goal of a forecast PDF reality or  illusion?Is the goal of a forecast PDF reality or  illusion?

BurnsBurns’’ EffectEffect: We have to cope with model inadequacy: we : We have to cope with model inadequacy: we cannacanna seesee even a even a 
PDF:  so how can we best PDF:  so how can we best guess an fearguess an fear??

Mousie
(The best laid schemes of mice and men.)

Still thou art blest, compar'd wi me!
The present only toucheth thee:
But och! I backward cast my e'e,

On prospects drear!
An forward, tho I canna see,

I guess an fear!

It depends on the task: we have to evaluate EndIt depends on the task: we have to evaluate End--toto--End.End.
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When is a probabilistic Forecast 
not a probability forecast?

?Whenever you?Whenever you’’d not apply it as a probability forecast?d not apply it as a probability forecast?

Numerate userNumerate user’’s (Shell, Cal ISO, EDF, s (Shell, Cal ISO, EDF, ……) can detect that an operational ) can detect that an operational 
forecast gives bad decisionforecast gives bad decision--support when used to maximise expected support when used to maximise expected 
utility!utility!

What can we do?What can we do?
Say less, provide more:Say less, provide more:
A case study from the energy industryA case study from the energy industry
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Mon    Tue   Wed   Mon    Tue   Wed   ThTh Fri    Fri    SatSunSatSun Mon  Tue Wed  Mon  Tue Wed  ThTh FriFri
13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   22    23    2422    23    24

ForecastForecast
TTeffeff

for  Frifor  Fri
24 Feb24 Feb

00
xx

xx

xx ForecastForecast
Acceptable RangeAcceptable Range

CharlizeCharlize is  buying gas to burn on 24 Febis  buying gas to burn on 24 Feb
When she arrives at work on 13 FebWhen she arrives at work on 13 Feb……
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xx

WouldWould
HaveHave
SoldSold

(but was home)(but was home)

Mon    Tue   Wed   Mon    Tue   Wed   ThTh Fri    Fri    SatSunSatSun Mon  Tue Wed  Mon  Tue Wed  ThTh FriFri
13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   22    23    2422    23    24

ForecastForecast
TTeffeff

for  Frifor  Fri
24 Feb24 Feb

00
xx

xx

xx

BuyBuy

xx

BuyBuy

xx

BuyBuy

xx

SellSell

xx

SellSell

xx

SellSell

Note market would have jumped up here!Note market would have jumped up here!
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Mon    Tue   Wed   Mon    Tue   Wed   ThTh Fri    Fri    SatSunSatSun Mon  Tue Wed  Mon  Tue Wed  ThTh FriFri
13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   22    23    2422    23    24

ForecastForecast
TTeffeff

for  Frifor  Fri
24 Feb24 Feb

00
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx ForecastForecast
Acceptable RangeAcceptable Range

xx
xx
xx

xx

And what happens???And what happens???How can EPS probabilistic info help?How can EPS probabilistic info help?
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Mon    Tue   Wed   Mon    Tue   Wed   ThTh Fri    Fri    SatSunSatSun Mon  Tue Wed  Mon  Tue Wed  ThTh FriFri
13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   13      14      15      16     17     18 /19     20     21   22    23    2422    23    24

ForecastForecast
TTeffeff

for  Frifor  Fri
24 Feb24 Feb

00
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx xx

oo

xx
xx
xx

xx

Probabilistic forecast guidance does not imply running an Probabilistic forecast guidance does not imply running an 
ensemble through ensemble through ““youryour”” demand/generation/mix  models!demand/generation/mix  models!
But how would But how would wqewqe verify this? (some effects are model error).verify this? (some effects are model error).
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There are no There are no ““false alarmsfalse alarms”” here, just a user tolerance rate.here, just a user tolerance rate.
How can we best verify this?How can we best verify this?
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Figure 6: Relative costs of  PF1 forecasts versus the Cal ISO surrogate forecasts for days in July 
2002, a positive value represents a savings  of using PF1. Note the significant savings on July 9th.

July 2002
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From Smith, Altalo & Ziehmann (2004)

In this case, interpreting the ensemble as a probability (and maIn this case, interpreting the ensemble as a probability (and maximizing ximizing 
Expected Utility) is far from optimal: is it then rational to inExpected Utility) is far from optimal: is it then rational to interpret the terpret the 
forecast distribution as a probability forecast?forecast distribution as a probability forecast?

Must take care when bootstrapping!Must take care when bootstrapping!
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Wind farm profits

Not perfect, just better.

Obtaining potential profits

Avoiding foreseeable losses

Any empirically meaningful user metric!

RoulstonRoulston & Smith (2003)& Smith (2003)



Seeing Through Our ModelsSeeing Through Our Models

Draugen

BongaBonga

FloatingFloating
ProductionProduction
Storage andStorage and
Offloading vesselOffloading vessel

*

(Empirically based decision support in the weather scenario: Any(Empirically based decision support in the weather scenario: Any PDFsPDFs?)?)
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ConclusionsConclusions

Verification Methods aim model improvement, forecast Verification Methods aim model improvement, forecast 
improvement, and ideally, quantify the utility for the user.improvement, and ideally, quantify the utility for the user.

There are many methods, and certain properties should be There are many methods, and certain properties should be 
respected (like using proper scores).respected (like using proper scores).

RelevanceRelevance, however, is as important as , however, is as important as rigor; rigor; new new 
approaches should be developed as needed. approaches should be developed as needed. 

Uncertainty should always be estimated and illustratedUncertainty should always be estimated and illustrated..
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When should When should 
a prediction a prediction 
win an award?win an award?

2007
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